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About This Game

Rollers of the Realm™ combines the frantic physics of classic arcade pinball with the character-driven adventure of fantasy role-
playing games. Bounce, spin, and battle through scenes of an epic storyline with a band of medieval misfits tasked with

reclaiming the world from dark and ancient magic. Winner of a "Best in Play" Award at GDC Play 2014, IndieCade finalist in
2013.

Key Features

A new spin on pinball: includes physics-based puzzles and combat with unique nudge and flipper mechanics.

10 hot-swappable player characters (represented by balls), each with a unique size, weight, and stats.

Unleash devastating special abilities: flaming swords, animal companions, hailstorms, bombs!

Upgrade stats and special abilities as your party levels up.

30+ Campaign levels to discover and replay. Fully-voiced storyline.

Combat focused: battle grunts, elites, bosses... and more.

Loot drops: gold, score and mana multipliers, power-ups, and treasure.
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Arena Mode: 5 challenging boards with Steam Leaderboard support.

Two difficulty modes: change the difficulty to Challenging or Casual on the fly!
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Title: Rollers of the Realm
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Phantom Compass
Publisher:
SEGA
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 1.8GHz (or equivalent)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 7600 GT (or equivalent)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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Gotta go fast. - Edited - After 30 or so hours played I've updated gameplay paragraph below.

There aren't many reviews for this game yet, so I thought I'd share my position if you're on the fence about buying this.

I highly recommend this game for arcade side scroller shooter fans, also to any people wanting a very charming game.

This game is full of the type of charm that proudly reminds people that videogames are a fun medium. The type of game that
wants you to laugh, smile and enjoy its pixel art as a whole package, and doesn't shy away from being exactly what it is. The
dedication by the developers is evident - they have put together a joyful combo of fun and great pixel art.

Because charm is somewhat abstract here are some other points.

The story is simple, to the point and (again) charming. It wears its heart on its sleeve and that's awesome. The idea of father and
son demolishing everything together is novel and I've never seen a similar idea before. It kind of breaks a fourth wall into the
developer's minds while you're playing.

Gameplay is mostly simple, but deep if you want it to be. Run. Jump. Shoot larger than life collectible weapons. Shooting is like
contra. Up and diagonal, left and right. Super fun. However hidden depth found in some strategy and planning - especially in
latter half of game. Weapon management and a slow measured approach is required. If you play on medium or hard - you are
not going to want to be careless with your approach - otherwise lose massive health and 'game over' will be upon you in no time.
Control of best buds is really good on the run and in air. Good high jump, with good feeling of flight but solid control in air for
landing on platforms. I think Super Icon deliver a superb feeling of movement in their 2d platformers with tight control.

Explore 11 extensive stand alone levels that deviate in different paths full of pickups. Levels are pretty big! A little puzzle
orientated to find everything which encourages you to explore the whole landscape.

Difficulty is really well done. 3 options to start off with, something for everyone.

The developers are active in the discussions here on steam, asking for bugs etc. A few bugs have been identified but nothing
game breaking and updates are already coming. This is a very very small team and its awesome to see their commitment to the
game.

Lastly I just really like the game. I loved life of pixel - also by this developer. Thanks Super Icon for making this! It's awesome
to see the game out in the world! Definitely consider picking this up to support a really cool developer.. This game is very neat,
but I quickly lost interest due to how difficult it was to make something worthwhile because of the bounces that could
potentially mess up your creation.

If you're very patient and looking to relax, this is the game for you.. Don't let this elite commander fool you. The abilities of the
commander are actually quite strong and add tons of strong abilities for your armor corp. The ability to track and locate enemy
armored units via mini-map is a powerful ability that really allows you to shock and flank the enemy before he can react.
Emergency repair is really a very weak version of the Russian self repair ability. It only repairs a small amount of health but will
remove any crits. Also this ability can be quite expensive munitions wise for what it does the HEAT rounds are very powerful,
increasing damage and penetration makes your tanks god like vs enemy armor and increases efficiency vs infantry. However it
costs a decent chunk of munitions to use and lasts a very short time. The panzer commander and the PZ4 Ausf J call's both
suffer resource issues and timing issues. Panzer commander focuses heavily on the fact you have expendable Muni because the
arty ability that it unlocks its very expensive by OKW standards. The Ausf J's are actually very cheap to deploy and can
outperform the Ostheer's PZ4's but because you are paying a really high upfront cost its almost always better to just get a
panther. Not only that but it comes in so late, that again, its just easier to get a Jagd panzer or Panther.

All in all this commander would be amazing for the Ostheer, but for the OKW, its just a massive muni sink commander for a
faction that can barely scrap by on muni's. Dont expect to go far with this commander unless your in a 3v3 or 4v4 and even then
be wary of the costs and have your allies mass build muni caches.. Wonderful music and program exept I can figure outh how to
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use it.. I really wanted to recomend this game, but in this state I can´t, and it´s a shame because it´s a really good game with a lot
of potential, but it goes too boring by the middle/end game...
I bought this for the artistic style, it´s gorgeous and I love´d it, but the core gameplay has so many problems that pretty
graphics are not enough, clunky, non-responsive some times, and it has little problems that you will find playing it (BTW: don´t
put trees near the lake).
To summ it, is "Le petit prince" + Stardew valley, simple as that, the story looks promising but that´s it, the gameplay is SO
relaxing i´ll give it that, the firts hours i loved the gameplay, the firts hours...
I don´t want to give this game more hate, just because I wanted to love it, but I can´t, is at least a 5/10. maybe with more updates
(AND PLEASE A REAL ENDING!) I´ll give it anoder try.. Ok Indie game. has good creepy vibes. But way to short. May need
to keep the price point at the sale price of $0.99 as I feel its not worth more than that. Took me a lil longer to figure things out
as I love puzzle games, just not very good at them. For a good puzzle solver this game would take them about 30 minutes to
complete. Hopefully the next game made by this developer will be better.. It's hard to not compare this game to Ultimate Epic
Battle Simulator. It's basically the same thing.

- Not exactly an original idea. It might not offer much if you already own UEBS.
- Not exactly state of the art graphics.
- No Steam Workshop support yet.
- Limited lifetime.

+ Lasers, chainguns, bombs, shotguns, cannons strapped to the animal or dinosaur of your choice.
+ More blood and guts than other battle simulators.
+ Simpler, yet more advanced interface compared to other battle simulators.
+ Football with elephants, crocodiles or T-Rex.
+ Varied soundtracks.
+ Challenge mode and quite a few different maps.
+ Elephant organs! SPLAT!. I wish i was smarter... Just so i could feel the joy of completing one of these puzzles, with no
effort!
This is one of those games.... I need to really take some time with.
I can't give much in terms of a review, but i had fun!
I'm going to share this around and see who can help me work out these puzzles :D

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=w0v0fcZPLgk&feature=youtu.be
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Brilliant game that grows in complexity as you play. The presentation is simple but the charm is in the animation. The game
mechanics are very unique and very effective, I look forward to more of this ilk.. Does it have Achievements?
Yes!
Are they fun?
Meh .. standard stuff.

Perfect for boring lessons.

8/10
Twilight approves.. Is it me or you couldn't even pass the tutorial :v. This game's just like the SHOW!

It started out great, like The original

Got really interesting and more action packed, Like Z

Uh oh? Weird choices and annoying people... We're into Super Territory

These days... It's a mess that for some reason has allowed to go on far longer than it needed to... It's GT folks

This game went from Great to DEAD!. i really like this game. there is a lot of dialogue and i enjoyed it. This WW1 setting
game is a lot different than traditional Visual Novels. and there is quite a twist at the end.

its a nice breath of fresh air from the other games ive VN games ive played in the past. this game focuses a lot about the
struggles the main protag has and alot the others around it. its worth a buy.. I have to admit, this is my first screen recording
software so I'm certainly no expert, however, this has been perfect for my dabblings.

Pretty much the only thing I'd change is the UI. It could do with being a little more intuitive but apart from that it's great!. Now I
gotta say... this game must be the DANKEST game I've ever played! I mean, it's downright DANK AF! If you like to fly, then
F**K yeah you gonna wanna play this game! The maps? Sick. The wings? Sick. The races? Sick. The concept? Sick. The
graphics? Sick. THERE IS NO BETTER GAME OUT THERE! This game is SO F**K'N DANK I had to buy a towel for it.
Seriously, it's a F**K'N STEAL at this price! I'd pay $420 dollas for this game! F**K! It just doesn't get DANKER THAN
THIS. Buy this game, it's so dank. Don't buy this game if you hate yourself and want to self-deprive out of some sick form of
masochism. I give this game, TEN OUTTA TEN. So dank.
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